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Oro Ridge Corp
32 Ellsworth Ave
Richmond Hill, ON
L4C 9N8
Attention:

Mr. Anthony Agueci

Re:

Oro Ridge Corp. Water Taking Assessment

Dear Sir:
The following document is intended to support the proposed land use as a commercial
water source. Water would be trucked from the site and industrial activities such as
bottling would be conducted elsewhere. Currently, a proposal for water collection such
that the daily taking would be less than 50,000L/day and therefore a Permit To Take
Water is not required under Section 52 of the Ontario Water Resources Act. However,
based on our initial assessment, the volume of water emanating from the springfield is
significant, and can support a commercial operation. The water-taking is from a spring
field located at a property formerly used as a commercial water supply on the south side
of the Osprey-Blue Mountains Townline.
Yours truly,
AZIMUTH ENVIRONMENTAL CONSULTING, INC.

Mike Jones, M.Sc., P.Geo.
President

85 Bayfield Street, Suite 400, Barrie, Ontario L4M 3A7
telephone: (705) 721-8451 • fax: (705) 721-8926 • info@azimuthenvironmental.com • www.azimuthenvironmental.com
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The following document provides an overview in support of commercial water use. The
subject property is located at Lot 9, Concession 14 (Osprey the Blue Mountains
Townline, just outside the Grey Highlands, and is legally described as Lot 9, in the
Township of Grey Highlands, County of Grey (Figure 1).
The main property is approximately 196,440 m2 in area, and consists of an upper
tableland and a slight slope to the west. The taking of water under the authority of MOE
addresses the withdrawal of natural spring surface water from the slope before it
eventually enters the Black’s Creek which eventually enters the Beaver River. Water
would be taken to fill a storage reservoir which will then be taken to the bottling site.
The purpose of this letter is to evaluate an allowable water withdrawal which will not
exceed 50,000L/day conform to the current MOE standards.
Historically, the springs on-site leading into Black’s Creek have served as the source of
water for the Paradise Springs bottling company. Black’s Creek flows west where it
splits in a wetland region and enters Lake Eugenia to the southwest or channelizes and
flows north towards Georgian Bay where it enters the Beaver River. Lake Eugenia is
controlled by a man-made dam before it enters the Beaver River and also flows to
Georgian Bay. This river is a constant source, with high flow volumes for much of the
year. The river is fed by many other spring sources and tributaries that join it along the
way. Some of these tributaries are major rivers in their own right. The Beaver River
arises from Lake Eugenia and Boyne River as well as a number of other tributaries which
branches within a series of wetlands east of the Beaver Valley Lowlands Management
Area. The other portion of the spring field flows north-west to the Mill Creek near Red
Wing before entering the Beaver River as well. The Beaver River flows northward
through a mix of agricultural lands and wetlands. It flows through a few series of forests
and swamps near Beaver Valley and spillways before eventually entering into Georgian
Bay. There are hundreds of other springs and streams draining to the river as well.
Under the Ontario Water Resources Act, a Permit to Take Water is not required for a
system that supplies 50,000 litres of water or less on at least eighty-eight days in every
ninety-day period. Therefore, this proposed watertaking does not require a PTTW.
However, the proponent intends to follow the intent of the PTTW process.

2.0 PERMITTED WATER USE
Currently no water collection for the site is occurring. Previous property owners held
Permits To Take Water (02-P-1007 and 5432-6E3KBZ) which expired in 2004 and 2007
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respectively and allowed a daily taking of 112,000L/day for commercial water bottling
purposes. Existing passive water taking infrastructure exists from the previous owner
and the records of the water taking permits are found in Appendix A and Appendix B.
Water is passively collected from one of the many springfields on the property at a
covered building with sand and concrete pad to allow for clean water to be pumped into a
reservoir tank at the northern portion of the property. Water will then be transferred from
the reservoir tank to a tanker truck that is used to transport water to the bottling site. This
will occur on an as needed basis and a maximum of (49,000L/day) will occur.
Water from the springfield flows downslope through a forest shown in the appended map.
The collection system captures some of the water from the many springfields. As part of
the previous permitting process (appended), instantaneous flows from the spring were
reported as 16.8L/sec (1986), 22.1L/sec (1995), and 22.1L/sec (2001). The maximum
allowable water taking was limited to 10% of the lowest instantaneous flow volume,
representing 145,000L/day. By comparison, the proposed undertaking will have a
maximum daily taking of only 49,000L/day. The proposed maximum taking
is1.68L/second (or 100L/min). This is consistent with 10% of the previously measured
instantaneous flow of this spring. At this rate, collection could occur for up to 8.1
hours/day without a permit.
The new ownership plans to re-activate the bottling production at a rate less than
50,000L/day.
The collection system in the spring field is considered the source. The collection system
passively collects water. This amount of water being taken can be controlled manually,
and the excess water will continue to flow into the Black Creek.
Spring water collected by the pipe system flows to a small pumphouse where it is then
pumped to a storage tank. Water is periodically transferred from the storage tank to a
tanker truck and taken to the bottling station offsite. Any excess water flows unrestricted to the streams.
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Table 1: Proposed Water Allocation
Source #,
Name /
Description:

Source:
Type:

1. Paradise
Springs

Springfield

Taking
Specific
Purpose:

Taking
Major
Category:

Max Taken
per
Minute
(litres) :

Max. Num.
of Hrs
Taken per
Day:

Max Taken
per Day
(litres):

Max. Num.
of Days
Taken per
Year:

Bottling

Industrial

100

24

49,900

365

Total:

Zone/
Easting /
Northing
17 /
0546125/
4914040

49,900

3.0 POTENTIAL IMPACTS ON ENVIRONMENTAL FEATURES
3.1

Ground Water

The future water taking is a surface water source, although it is a passive collection
system just below the ground surface in an area of ground water discharge. The
collection system consists of a concrete pad on top of one of the many spring fields on
the property where water comes to the ground surface. The collection pipes are
connected to header pipes that direct flow to transfer tank in a small pump house. A
transfer pump moves the water from the transfer tank to the storage tank, located
approximately 250m to the north of the pump house.
The collection area is located in a mix of organic and sandy soils that form a slope at the
base of the Niagara Escarpment. The source of the water is likely a buried conductive
bedding plane fracture network of the escarpment that discharges water into the
overburden or cascading water within the overburden. The overburden then transmits the
water to the ground water discharge zones. The site is shown to have bedrock consisting
of the Amabel Formation which is a grey or blue-grey dolostone.
Overburden soils at the site are classified as the Osprey Loam (Soil Map of Grey County)
and have a dolomitic limestone till origin. The overburden is thin (<15m) and the bedrock
outcrops just to the north of the property. There is also a Muck overburden soil which has
poor drainage, and consists of well decomposed organic material overlying till, sand or
lacustrine materials.
Potential change to the ground water regime would relate to the creation of drawdown
and the extension of the drawdown zone back into the escarpment face. Since the taking
is passive, the maximum drawdown is the cumulative drawdown at surface, which cannot
theoretically exceed the wetted depth of burial of the concrete collection system. The
wetted depth of burial is less than a meter, so the theoretical maximum drawdown at the
collection area is 0.25-0.50m. The actual drawdown is less since the collection system is
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taking the pooled water at surface, and a potential drawdown of this magnitude will not
extend from the collection pool.
Azimuth staff conducted a site visit on September 28th, 2012. The springfields were
inspected and flows were taken from two of the many spring fields. The southern spring
(Source #2 in Figure 2) with the concrete pool and structure was measured to have a flow
of 1.6L/s or 135,000L/day. To the north; (Source #1) has two springs with concrete pools
that have cumulative flows of 12.2L/s or 1,056,000L/day. Both of these “source”
locations join other flows on the property to the west; along with many of the other
springs on the property. The other spring flows, particularly two larger areas near Source
#2 and one area near Source #1, are estimated to have combined flows equal or greater
than the controlled springs, such that the total springflow through the property is
estimated to be more than 2 million litres per day under dry, baseflow conditions.
3.2

Surface Water

Water from the springfield flows into a stream which is named Black’s Creek and shown
in the Figure 3 below. Since the water-taking is at the surface, water from the springfield
flows as surface water on the property and this represents a surface water taking rather
than a groundwater taking. Black’s Creek flows southwest which enters into Eugenia
Lake. Eugenia Lake is a 5,600,000m3 reservoir controlled by a man made dam. The
Eugenia Lake drains into the Beaver River. The spring water also flows westerly from the
property towards Lady Bank to Mill Creek, which flows north-west to also eventually
enter the Beaver River. Potential impacts to the surface water regime are best evaluated
as if the taking was directly from surface water. The net impacts are considered as if the
taking reduced the stream flow by the corresponding amount.
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Figure 3. Beaver Valley Watershed and Tributaries Map.

Subject Property

Natural Resources Canada, Atlas of Canada. (2010)
A Permit To Take Water typically stipulates that the water withdrawal shall be carried
out in such a manner that streamflow is not stopped and is not reduced to a rate that will
cause interference with downstream uses of water or with the natural functions of the
river. A Category 2 permit requires that the volume be less than 5% of the 7Q20, a flow
statistic that represents the lowest 7 day flow in a 20 year period. Thus, the volume is
considered to be below the threshold whereby environmental impact could occur.
Historical permits allowed taking of up to 10% of the instantaneous flow.
The area of the watershed contributing to the Beaver River is 152,509 acres stretching
south of the water taking site and represents a very small fraction of the total contributing
water.
Environment Canada flow volumes were assessed from the Beaver River near Vandeleur
site # (02FB013). This monitoring location is just downstream of the Lake Eugenia dam
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and shows in the last two years an average discharge of 3.68m3/s (3680L/s). The
minimum flow recorded was 0.613m3/s (613L/s). The 1.68L/s withdraw rate would only
be for a few hours daily (up to 8 hours) to a maximum of 49,900L/day and represent a
small fraction of the flow. The other direction in which the water from the subject spring
flows is west and then north bypassing Lake Eugenia and entering the Beaver River.
Flows of the Mill Creek near Red Wing are monitored by Environment Canada as well at
station code (02FB012) between 2006-2011 average flows of 1.84m3/s. Additionally, of
the available data the absolute lowest flow was recorded in August 2006 at 0.025m3/s or
25L/s. Compared to the proposed peak day taking of 0.58 L/s (peak instantaneous rate of
1.68L/s), the proposed taking is a negligible quantity within the watershed.
Based on the estimated baseflow of 2million L/day from the property itself, the proposed
taking represents approximately 2.5% of the baseflow. While flow statistics are not
available for the springfield, baseflow is expected to be near or at lowest flow, so that the
proposed taking meets the intent of protecting springflow to the watershed.

4.0 SUMMARY
The water taking plans would involve diligent monitoring requirements to document the
use at the facility and the understanding of the potential effect (if any) that operation may
have upon the local environment.
Ongoing daily flow monitoring will be done to ensure less than 5% of the 7Q20 of the
instantaneous flow volume is being withdrawn. This data will be collected using an
automated transducer and establishing a rating curve.
The results of monitoring in the three years shown in the 02-P-1007 have indicated that
the water flows of the spring are all greater than 16.8L/sec but likely all influenced by
seasonal fluctuations. Based on the instantaneous flows measured by Azimuth staff on
September 28th, the amount of water leaving the property from the developed springs is in
excess of ~25L/sec. It is in our opinion that a daily 8hr water taking of 1.68L/s
represents a small fraction of the actual water leaving the springfields on the subject
property and is sustainable. A number of other significant spring sources come to surface
on the property in wooded areas and meet with the Source#1 and Source #2 springs
measured, down gradient. Daily flow volumes will be recorded automatically and
manual flow measurements will be taken monthly to confirm and assess the recorded data
to establish a historical baseline for the subject property.
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The pumping of water from the Beaver River watershed for the purpose of bottling water
will occur within compliance under Section 52 of the Ontario Water Resources Act and
remain less than 50,000L/day at this time.
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